A Media Case Study – PR vs Advertising
Public Relations and advertising are the two most popular forms of marketing
strategies. The top-rated healthcare and tech PR firm, MACIAS PR, put together a
cost-analysis comparison of these two leading marketing approaches, finding out
which provides the better ROI for businesses.
During the week of September 19-25th, 2016, MACIAS PR ran media campaigns for
clients in healthcare, health tech, mobile apps, a nonprofit and a consumer lending
organization. The PR firm secured a total of 14 news stories with local and national
news outlets in TV, print, radio and online publications.
In Phoenix, MACIAS PR secured TV segments for the VA Loan App on 3TV, CBS 5, ABC
15 and a live morning segment on Good Morning Arizona. In San Antonio, MACIAS PR
secured TV stories for a nonprofit veterans organization, VAREP, on KENS 5, KSAT
12, the San Antonio Current Magazine and the radio station, KYKX, during the week
of September 19th, 2016.
This analysis takes a closer look at how much these local TV media placements
would have cost under an advertising budget.

ROI Comparison of Local TV Media Campaign
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

According to Golden State Media Concepts (http://www.goldenstatemc.com/sanantonio-advertising-market.html), the average TV commercial spot in San Antonio,
ranges in cost from $500 to $3000 for only 30-seconds of air time. Both KENS 5 and
KSAT 12 ran their TV segments in the 10pm newscast - the most expensive
advertising program of the day. Each TV segment ran longer than two minutes.
Under commercial standards, the nonprofit client would have purchased 4
commercials for the equivalent airtime that was given under the news segment,
thereby valuing each TV segment at roughly $12,000.

This equation doesn’t include the diminishing cost of the news segment over time.
For example, most TV stories are rarely taken down from the news website,
effectively lowering the cost of the media campaign over time whereas a commercial
is only run once and never placed on the web.
This PR campaign also secured media placements with a prominent local magazine,
The San Antonio Current and radio station, KYKX. A 30-second radio spot, according
to the Golden State Media Concepts, costs $250-$490 for the morning drive time.
The San Antonio Current Magazine doesn’t release its ad rates publicly, but their ad
sheet says the magazine reaches , 272,000 readers a month and more than 4 million
monthly page views.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

MACIAS PR ran a targeted local media campaign for a mobile app during the week of
September 19th, 2016. The top-rated PR firm secured four TV segments that
introduced the mobile app as a tool for veterans and military families to save
money. The segments ran on ABC 15, CBS 5, Good Morning Arizona and 3TV at 9pm.
According to Golden State Media Concepts
(http://www.goldenstatemc.com/phoenix-television-and-radio-advertising.html)
the average TV commercial spot in Phoenix, ranges in cost from $500 to $3000 for
only 30-seconds of airtime. Good Morning Arizona is the Number 1 morning show
in Phoenix with the largest and most coveted demographic. Applying the ad rates
from the Golden State Media Concepts, this media campaign is the equivalent of four
commercials, costing the average airtime of $12,000.
The other three news segments ran in different news programs and at different
times. Each segment was roughly 2 minutes in length. Taking the average
commercial rate of $1750, this media campaign would have cost $7000 for the
equivalent airtime. Since these news segments ran on three different TV stations, it
would have cost roughly $21,000 in air time.
Each segment ran more. Each TV segment ran longer than two minutes. Under
commercial standards, the nonprofit client would have purchased 4 commercials for
the equivalent airtime that was given under the news segment, thereby valuing each
TV segment at roughly $12,000.

Conclusion
Public Relations is a much more cost effective method for reaching new customers
or raising the profile of your business. When executed effectively, a media campaign
also brings more credibility and positions your business into the conversation.
It’s important to remember that not all PR firms are created equal. This media
campaign was led by the top healthcare and tech PR firm, MACIAS PR, which was
named the 2016 “Financial PR Firm of the Year – USA” and 2015 “PR Consultant
Firm of the Year – USA” by Finance Monthly. MACIAS PR was the only firm selected
by journalists and researchers from Finance Monthly for the award.

